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First-principles plane-wave calculations were performed for hydroxyapatite �HAp� in order to investigate the
electronic structure and vacancy formation mechanisms. The HAp unit cell contains PO4 tetrahedra and OH
groups formed by covalent P-O and H-O bonds. Ca ions play a role for connecting the PO4 tetrahedra and OH
groups in an ionic character of bonding. It is found that OH− vacancies with accompanying H+ vacancies are
dominantly formed and that their spontaneous formation takes place at temperatures above 1000 K. This
corresponds to the nonstoichiometry of HAp due to OH deficiency that is experimentally observed near
1073 K.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Calcium apatites have recently received special attention
in materials science due to their importance in medicine and
dentistry. In this group of materials, hydroxyapatite �HAp,
Ca5�PO4�3OH� is a main component in natural human bones
and teeth and is thus considered as a promising material used
for bone and tooth replacement.1,2 In order to attain biologi-
cal compatibility and an affinity of artificially fabricated
HAp for human tissue, it is necessary to control the chemical
composition and the relevant physical and chemical proper-
ties of HAp; thus, a fundamental understanding of the atomic
and electronic structures of HAp is indispensable.

Regarding the crystal structure of HAp, there have been a
number of experimental studies mainly using x-ray and neu-
tron diffraction.1,3–5 Two kinds of somewhat complicated
crystal structures, monoclinic �space group P21/b� and hex-
agonal �P63/m�, were experimentally reported, both of
which are basically composed of PO4 tetrahedra, OH groups
arranged along the c axis, and Ca ions in between. Since
preparing stoichiometric HAp is experimentally difficult and
HAp has ion-exchange ability,1 it is thought that the stability
of the HAp structures strongly depends on the presence of
point defects such as vacancies and substitutional ions. It
was also reported that a considerable number of vacancies
related to the OH groups can be easily formed in HAp at
high temperature6,7 and may also lead to the observed proton
conductivity of HAp.8

First-principles calculations have been proven to predict
stable point defects formed in many metal oxides9–11 and can
therefore be applied to HAp for studying a point-defect for-
mation mechanism. Previously, a number of groups per-
formed first-principles calculations for HAp.12–15 For ex-
ample, Calderín et al. employed a pseudopotential method to
investigate the electronic structures of a series of stoichio-
metric apatites �Ca5�PO4�3X ,X=F,Cl,OH,O0.5� and dis-
cussed the relative stability between monoclinic and hexago-
nal structures in the cases of X=OH and Cl based on their
total energies.12 Rulis et al. used the orthogonalized linear
combination of the atomic orbital method for the apatites and
showed their chemical bonding states and theoretical optical
spectra.13 These studies provide detailed information on the
electronic structures of the calcium apatites and yet mainly

focused on the perfect-lattice properties. More recently, the
stable point-defect structure in Si-doped HAp has also been
reported.14 An understanding of the defect chemistry in HAp
will be important for biomaterials applications.

In this paper, first-principles plane-wave calculations are
performed to reveal electronic structures and stable point de-
fects in HAp. Especially, vacancies introduced in HAp by
annealing at high temperatures are investigated. The obtained
results are compared with available experiments, and the
characteristic behavior of the vacancy formation in HAp is
discussed.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

To begin with, crystal structures and atomic coordinates in
HAp are briefly reviewed.1 Figure 1�a� shows a schematic
illustration of the hexagonal primitive cell of HAp �total 44
atoms� which contains two inequivalent Ca sites �Ca�I� and
Ca�II��, one P site, four different oxygen sites �O�I�, O�II�,
O�III�, and O�IV��, and one H site located along the c axis.
The P atom forms a PO4 tetrahedron with O�I�, O�II�, and
two O�III� atoms, and the tetrahedra are linked via Ca�I�
and/or Ca�II� along the c axis. In this case, Ca�I� is coordi-
nated to three O�I� and three O�II� atoms with bond lengths
of around 0.24 nm, while Ca�II� has a sixfold coordination
with an O�II� atom, four O�III� atoms, and an O�IV� atom.
Ca�II� atoms also form triangles at z=1/4 and 3/4 �normal
to the c axis�, and O�IV� and H form OH groups that are
oriented along the c axis and penetrate the centers of the
Ca�II� triangles. This hexagonal structure was originally
found to have a space group of P63/m with mirror planes
perpendicular to the c axis at z=1/4 and 3/4. In this case,
the structure has four possible sites for OH groups along the
c axis, each of which is considered to have a site occupancy
of 0.5. It is noted that the OH groups may undergo disorder
in the column.16 In the present calculations, the mirror sym-
metry with respect to the OH columns is not considered, and
it is assumed that two OH groups are present along the c
axis. The detailed OH-group arrangement will be described
below.

First-principles plane-wave-based calculations for HAp
are performed using the VASP code.17,18 Electron-ion inter-
actions are described using the projector augmented wave
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�PAW� method,19,20 and 3p4s3d for Ca, 3s3p for P, 2s2p for
O, and 1s for H are treated as valence orbitals. Electronic
wave functions are expanded with plane waves up to an en-
ergy cutoff �Ecut� of 500 eV. The GGA functional of Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof �PBE� is used for the exchange-
correlation potential.21 For the primitive hexagonal HAp cell,
Brillouin zone sampling is performed on a Monkhorst-Pack
�MP� mesh22 of 2�2�3 centered at the � point �four irre-
ducible k-points�. As compared to calculations using a denser
MP mesh of 4�4�6, the total energy is confirmed to con-
verge to less than 1.0 meV/atom. For geometrical optimiza-
tion, atoms are allowed to relax until their forces converge to
less than 0.02 eV/Å.

Regarding the OH-group orientation along the c axis,
there are two possible arrangements of -OH-OH- and
-OH-HO-. The two types of HAp unit cells with the different
OH arrangements were calculated with structural optimiza-
tion, and it is found that the -OH-OH- orientation has a
smaller total energy by about 0.2 eV per formula unit, as
compared to the -OH-HO- orientation. Therefore, hexagonal
HAp with the -OH-OH- orientation is used as a starting

structure �see Fig. 1�b�� to investigate the electronic struc-
tures and defect-formation energies in HAp.

It is noted here that HAp has a low-temperature mono-
clinic phase with a space group of P21/b.1 The monoclinic
structure can be obtained by doubling the hexagonal unit cell
along the b axis. The OH-group orientations in the neighbor-
ing OH columns are not the same with each other, and the
-OH-OH- columns with � and � c-axis orientations are al-
ternately arranged in the b direction. In order to check the
relative stability against the hexagonal phase, the monoclinic
unit cell �88 atoms� was also calculated using Ecut of 500 eV
and a 2�1�3 MP mesh. It is found that the total energy of
the monoclinic phase is smaller by about 0.03 eV per for-
mula unit than that of the hexagonal one. Such a small dif-
ference in total energies between the two phases is also re-
ported by Calderín et al.12 Owing to the similar stability, it is
reasonable to calculate the hexagonal phase in order to ana-
lyze the fundamental electronic structure of HAp in a first-
principles manner.

Unit-cell parameters of hexagonal HAp calculated here
are listed in Table I, together with available theoretical and
experimental data. It is found that the lattice parameters a
and c in the present study are larger than the previous first-
principles result using a pseudopotential technique within the
local density approximation �LDA�,12 and that our results are
in better agreement with experiment �less than 1.2% error�.
For calcium apatites Ca5�PO4�3X, the anion X position along
the c axis is often used to discuss their structural difference.
Accordingly, the O�IV� and H coordinates are shown in the
table. The OH group is located slightly above z=1/4, and
such a structural characteristic in HAp is also observed in the
previous theoretical and experimental results.4,12 As a result,
the O�IV� atom is coordinated to three Ca�II� atoms with a
bond length of 0.24 nm and is also bonded to a H atom
�about 0.10 nm in length� on the opposite side of the Ca�II�
triangle.

According to the optimized unit-cell parameters, HAp su-
percells are constructed to evaluate formation energies of
isolated vacancies in hexagonal HAp. The supercells con-
taining 88 atoms are obtained by doubling the hexagonal
primitive HAp cell along the c axis, and a particular atom or
ion group is removed to form a vacancy. k-point sampling

FIG. 1. An illustration of unit-cell structure of hexagonal HAp.
P and O atoms forming the tetrahedra are connected by thick lines.
The fractional z coordinates inserted here are for Ca�II�. Triangles
of Ca�II� at z=1/4 and 3/4 are depicted by the shaded triangles in
�a�.

TABLE I. Comparison of the calculated unit-cell parameters for
HAp with previous ab initio and experimental results.

This work Calc. �LDA�a Experiment

Lattice parameters

a=b �Å� 9.536 9.11 9.4302,b 9.4214c

c �Å� 6.904 6.86 6.8911,b 6.8814c

Fractional coordinate

O�IV� �0.0, 0.0, 0.286� �0.0, 0.0, 0.29� �0.0, 0.0, 0.298�b

H �0.0, 0.0, 0.428� �0.0, 0.0, 0.42� �0.0, 0.0, 0.442�b

aReference 12.
bReference 4.
cReference 5.
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using a 2�2�1 MP mesh is performed for the vacancy
supercells. All atoms are allowed to relax until the residual
forces are less than 0.05 eV/Å, in order to obtain total ener-
gies of the defective supercells. It is noted that test calcula-
tions using the monoclinic 176-atom supercell �doubling the
unit cell along the c axis� were also performed for the H+ and
OH− vacancy pair and showed the formation-energy differ-
ence of about 0.02 eV/defect, as compared to the hexagonal
88-atom supercell calculation. Such a small energy differ-
ence ensures that using the hexagonal supercell is a good
approximation to study vacancy formation energies in HAp.

From total energies �Et� of the perfect and defective su-
percells, a formation energy ��Hf� of an isolated vacancy in
a charge state of q is calculated as follows:

�Hf = Et�defect;q� − Et�perfect� + �M + q�EVBM + �F� ,

�1�

where �M is the atomic chemical potential for an atomic
species M that is removed to form the vacancy, and �F is the
Fermi level measured from the valence band maximum
�EVBM�. The EVBM is determined from the supercell calcula-
tions, but the EVBM in the defective supercells is affected by
effects of the finite supercell size and the background charge
neutralizing the supercell charges. In order to line up the
band structures of the perfect and charged defective super-
cells, the energy correction based on the average potentials
�Vav� is performed in the following manner:

EVBM = EVBM�perfect� + Vav�defect� − Vav�perfect� . �2�

The Vav �defect� is obtained from that at particular atomic
sites far from the vacancy site �bulklike environment�. More
details of this procedure was described elsewhere.10 Also, the
Fermi energy �F has to be determined to obtain �Hf. Since
charge-compensating vacancy reactions in HAp are consid-
ered in this study, however, it is not necessary to take ac-
count of �F explicitly.

In the present study, only O, H, OH, and Ca vacancies in
HAp are considered because these vacancies are expected to
be relatively easy to form in HAp, according to the experi-
mental results on the formation of HAp with Ca and OH
deficiency.1,6,7 Vacancy charges q from neutral to fully ion-
ized states are considered, but a fully ionized state of VCa2+ is
only calculated for Ca vacancies. Values of �O, �H, and �Ca,
which are required for the formation-energy calculations, are
determined by assuming that HAp is equilibrated with solid
CaO in air containing water vapor. This is because it is
known that CaO is more stable than Ca�OH�2 at tempera-
tures of more than about 850 K. Then the atomic chemical
potentials can be expressed in the following manner.

�O =
1

2
�O2�gas�, �H =

1

2
�H2�gas�,

�CaO�solid� = �Ca + �O, �H2O�gas� = 2�H + �O. �3�

It is reasonable to consider that the temperature and pressure
dependence of the chemical potentials for the gas phases is
not negligible. Then, the �O and �H with partial pressure p at
a temperature T can be written as

�O =
1

2
�O2�gas� =

1

2
�O2

0 +
kBT

2
ln pO2

,

�H =
1

2
�H2�gas� =

1

2
�H2

0 +
kBT

2
ln pH2

, �4�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and �0 means a chemi-
cal potential in the standard state at a pressure of 1 atm and
a temperature of T. �0 at 298 K is conventionally set to zero
in thermodynamics, but this definition is not directly appli-
cable to the present first-principles results. In the case of O2,
for example, the �O2

0 is expressed in terms of enthalpy H�T�
and entropy S�T�,

�O2

0 = HO2
�T� − TSO2

�T� = HO2
�0� + �HO2

�T� − HO2
�0��

− TSO2
�T� . �5�

The temperature-dependent enthalpy and entropy, corre-
sponding to the 2nd and 3rd terms in Eq. �5�, can be found in
tables of thermodynamic data.23 By using the total energy of
the isolated molecule as the enthalpy at T=0 K �HO2

�0��, the
oxygen chemical potential at given p and T can be obtained.
In a similar way, �H2

0 is also evaluated from the total energy
of an H2 molecule combined with thermodynamic data.

It is noted that the temperature effects of enthalpy and
entropy for the solid phases are not considered, in evaluation
of the atomic chemical potentials. The recent phonon calcu-
lation using the shell model24 indicates anharmonic thermal
vibrations of OH groups and oxygen ions in HAp, which
may contribute to vibrational entropies of HAp. It is ex-
pected, however, that the phonon calculation of HAp from
first principles is demanding, which is beyond the scope
of this study. As a first approximation, therefore, the
temperature-dependent chemical potentials are explicitly
considered only for the gas phases.

Considering the relation �H2O=2�H+�O, the following
correlations among partial pressures of the gas phases are
given:

�H2O
0 − �H2

0 −
1

2
�O2

0 = − kBT ln
pH2O

pH2
pO2

1/2 , �6�

pH2O

pH2
pO2

1/2 = exp�− ��H2O
0 − �H2

0 −
1

2
�O2

0 �� kBT	 = K�T� .

�7�

The equilibrium constant K�T� for H2O�gas�=H2�gas�
+ 1

2O2�gas� is also found in the thermodynamic tables.23

When two of the three gas-phase partial pressures are given,
the pressure-dependent terms in Eq. �4� for oxygen and hy-
drogen can be determined. Since the present study considers
the situation of HAp annealed in an air atmosphere with
water vapor of a relatively small pH2O, pO2

is set to 0.2 atm
throughout the vacancy-formation analyses, and pH2O is
treated as a variable parameter.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Bulk electronic structure

Figure 2 shows the total density of states �DOS� and
atom-projected partial DOS �PDOS� profiles for the valence
band �VB� of hexagonal HAp. It is noted that the PDOS
profiles of Ca�II�, O�II�, and O�III� are not shown here, be-
cause it is found that they are quite similar to that of Ca�I�
and O�I�, respectively. In the total DOS, the upper VB, which
ranges from −7.5 eV to 0 eV, mainly arises from O 2p com-
ponents, while the lower VB at around −20 eV is composed
of O 2p and Ca 3p components. Ca 3d components domi-
nate near the bottom of the conduction band, and the calcu-
lated band gap of 5.3 eV agrees well with the LDA result
�5.4 eV�.12 To our knowledge, the experimental band-gap
value of HAp was not reported. However, the theoretical
band gap from the GGA and LDA calculations may under-
estimate it.

It is worth mentioning here that the upper VB arising
from O 2p components exhibits a characteristic feature de-
scribed by four peaks of A-D. It can be seen from the PDOS
curves that the peak A is composed mainly of P 3s and
O�I�-2p components, while the P 3p and O�I� 2p orbitals
mainly contribute to the peak B. The similar feature can also
be observed in the lower VB, where O 2s orbitals are ad-
mixed with P 3s and P 3p orbitals at the peaks around
−21 eV and −18 eV. These indicate that P 3sp and O 2sp
orbitals considerably overlap with each other, which results
in strong covalent bonds of P-O. The peaks C and D arise
from O 2p with small contributions from Ca 4s and 3d.
Hence, peaks C and D are mainly related to Ca-O interac-
tions connecting neighboring PO4 tetrahedra or OH groups
in the HAp structure. In contrast, the PDOS of O�IV� shows
a different profile from that of O�I�. A prominent peak of
O�IV� 2p is located at around peak D of the total DOS, and
the smaller and broader components of O�IV� 2p at around
−5 eV originate from admixture with H 1s orbitals. Such
differences in the PDOS curves for O�I� and O�IV� indicate

FIG. 3. Contour maps of electron densities calculated for hex-
agonal HAp. Electron densities on different 
0001� planes at �a� z

=1/4 and �b� z=1/2, while �c� on an 
11̄00� plane. The contour
lines are drawn from 0.0 to 1.0 with an interval of
0.04 �in electrons/Å�.FIG. 2. Total and partial DOS curves for valence band of hex-

agonal HAp. Since the upper valence band can be divided by four
peaks, they are denoted by A-D.
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that the two oxygen atoms are in quite different chemical
environments from each other.

Figure 3 displays electron-density �ED� maps on cross

sections of the 
0001� and 
11̄00� planes. As is seen in Figs.
3�a� and 3�c�, EDs of O�I�, O�II�, and O�III� are not spherical
but exhibit oval shapes pointing to the neighboring P ions.
This can be imagined from the strong orbital overlaps be-
tween P and O in the lower and upper VBs, as shown in Fig.
2. The O�IV� atom also shows considerable ED overlap with
the neighboring H atom, forming OH groups arranged along
the c axis.

In contrast, it is observed that the ED of the Ca atoms
show relatively small overlap with the adjacent O atoms.
This corresponds to the small contributions of Ca 3d and 4s
orbitals in the upper VB �see Fig. 2�. Therefore, Ca atoms no
longer form covalent bonds with O atoms, and yet have ionic
interactions, so as to make linkages of O2−-Ca2+-O2− in the
space between PO4 tetrahedra and OH groups. From the
above results, it can be said that the HAp structure is com-
posed of PO4 tetrahedra and OH groups having strong inter-
nal bonds, and the PO4 and OH units are connected via Ca
atoms in an ionic character of bonding.

B. Electronic structures around vacancies

In this section, electronic structures around vacancies in
HAp are investigated. Figure 4 displays total DOS curves for
the defect-free and defective supercells. For the vacancies,
the DOS profiles for their fully charged states are considered,
and the EVBT values are corrected by the average potentials,
which are set at 0 eV in this figure. The results for VCa�II�2+,
VO�I�2−, and VO�II�2− are not displayed because they are simi-
lar to the DOS curves for VCa�I�2+ and VO�III�2−.

When a vacancy is introduced in oxide materials, it is
sometimes observed that extra electronic levels appear in the
band gap. This is also the case for VH+ and VOH− in HAp, in
which the extra levels just above the VBM and below the
conduction band minimum �CBM� are present, respectively
�denoted by the arrows in the figure�. As can be seen from
the wave-function plots in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, these levels
are both localized around the vacancy sites. The extra level
of VH+ is composed of the O�IV� 2p orbitals at the first
nearest-neighbor �1st NN� site, originating from the upper
VB, while the one for VOH− is a mixture of the neighboring
H 1s and Ca 3d4s components, arising from the CB. They
can be considered, therefore, as the acceptorlike and donor-
like levels induced by the vacancy formation.

As compared to the above two vacancies, VCa�I�2+,
VO�III�2−, and VO�IV�2− do not exhibit a deep extra level within
the band gap. For example, however, the highest electron-
occupied level for VCa�I�2+ is located slightly above the VBM,
which indicates the presence of the shallow acceptorlike
level at the VB edge. This result is also confirmed by the
wave function shown in Fig. 5�c�, which consists of O 2p
components at the 1st NN sites from the vacancy.

It should be noted that the VO�III�2− defect shows the extra
levels around −9.5 eV and −21.3 eV. As an example, the
contour map of the wave function at −9.5 eV is displayed in
Fig. 5�d�. The extra level is not localized around the vacancy
site, and the main component is the O�II� 2p orbitals forming
the adjacent PO4 tetrahedron. In order to show the relaxed
atomic structure around VO�III�2− more clearly, the ED con-

tour map on the 
11̄00� plane for the VO�III�2− supercell is
plotted in Fig. 6, together with the one for the perfect lattice.
As stated in Sec. III A, the HAp crystal contains PO4 tetra-
hedra and OH groups with Ca atoms in between. In the

FIG. 4. Total DOS curves for the perfect and
defective supercells. The VBM is set at 0 eV, and
the vertical broken line indicates the CBM in the
perfect lattice. The shaded areas denote electron-
occupied bands.
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VO�III�2− formation, however, the defective PO4 tetrahedron is
significantly distorted, and the P atom missing the bond with
O�III� �P* in Fig. 6�b�� tends to have bonding with the O�II�
atom that belongs to the adjacent PO4 tetrahedron. This in-
dicates that the dangling bond state of the P* atom by the

VO�III�2− formation is energetically unstable. In fact, as shown
in Fig. 2, the energy levels arising from P-O bonds are lo-
cated around the lower part of the VB �peaks A and B�,
which are far below the VBM. When VO�III�2− is formed,
therefore, O-2p electrons in the upper VB tend to occupy the
dangling bond state of P*, in order to stabilize the electronic
energy of the system. In this case, this is realized by the
bonding formation of P* with O�II� in the adjacent PO4 tet-
rahedron, accompanying the substantial structural relaxation.

In order to investigate structural characteristics around va-
cancies, the distances from vacancy sites to neighboring at-
oms are summarized in Table II. Due to the low symmetry of
the HAp structure, particular atoms in a certain coordination
shell from a vacancy site are not always located at the same

FIG. 6. Electron density maps on the 
11̄00� plane for �a� the
perfect supercell and �b� the supercell with VO�III�2−. The P* atom in
�b� was originally the 1st NN atom to the O�III� that is removed to
form the vacancy. The triangles drawn by the broken lines display
the locations of the PO4 tetrahedra.

FIG. 5. Contour maps of the wave functions induced by the
vacancies �denoted by the arrows in Fig. 4�. �a�, �b�, and �d� are

cross sections on the 
11̄00� plane, while �c� on the 
0001� plane.

TABLE II. Average distances �in nm� from the vacancies to their neighboring atoms. The distances before relaxation are shown in
parentheses, in which the asterisk indicates that the atoms with that length are the first neighboring ones from the vacancy sites.

Vacancy 1st NN 2nd NN 3rd NN 4th NN

VCa�I�2+ 3O�I�=0.266�0.244*�
3O�II�=0.265�0.248*�

3O�III�=0.295�0.280� 2Ca�I�=0.329�0.345�
3P=0.331�0.323�

3P=0.371�0.364�

VCa�II�2+ H=0.153�0.269� O�II�=0.241�0.237*�
2O�III�=0.249�0.236*�
O�IV�=0.250�0.240*�

O�III�=0.259�0.252*� O�III�=0.275�0.248*�

VH+ O�IV�=0.156�0.098* � 3Ca�II�=0.253�0.269� O�IV�=0.262�0.247� 3O�III�=0.295�0.298�
VO�I�2− P=0.253�0.155*� 2Ca�I�=0.265�0.242* �

O�II�=0.263�0.257�
2O�III�=0.269�0.257�

O�I�=0.274�0.296� Ca�II�=0.294�0.281�
2O�II�=0.292�0.300�

VO�II�2− O�III�=0.200�0.251� P=0.216�0.156*�
O�III�=0.228�0.253�

Ca�I�=0.248�0.248*� Ca�II�=0.259�0.237*�
O�II�=0.256�0.302�

VO�III�2− O�III�=0.243�0.251� 2Ca�II�=0.258�0.242*�
P=0.252�0.156*�

O�I�=0.271�0.256�
O�II�=0.268�0.253�

O�I�=0.289�0.302�
O�II�=0.290�0.299�

2O�III�=0.297�0.310�
VO�IV�2− H=0.042�0.098*� 3Ca�II�=0.249�0.240*�

H=0.244�0.247�
3O�III�=0.305�0.316� 3O�III�=0.323�0.326�

VOH− H=0.254�0.247� 3Ca�II�=0.269�0.240*� 3O�III�=0.294�0.316� 3O�III�=0.308�0.326�
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distance. In such a case, the average distances are shown in
this table.

As a general trend, cations and anions surrounding a va-
cancy with a positive effective charge �VO2− and VOH−� show
outward and inward relaxations, respectively. This can be
understood by the electrostatic interactions between the
charged vacancy and the surrounding ions. This trend is re-
versed for the vacancies with a negative effective charge
�VCa�I�2+ and VH+�. It is noted that in the VO�IV�2− case, the
distance to the 1st NN H from the vacancy site becomes
smaller than that in the perfect lattice, although the H+ and
VO�IV�2− both have positive charges. This is attributed to the
large ionic size of O�IV�2−. In the O�IV�2− vacancy forma-
tion, the open space due to the missing O2− is produced, and
thus the 1st NN H+ can undergo slight inward relaxation.

As stated for VO�III�2− in Figs. 5 and 6, significant relax-
ations around VO�I�2−, VO�II�2−, and VO�III�2− take place. This
can be seen from changes in distance from the vacancy sites
to the nearest neighboring P atoms. The P atom moves away
from the vacancy sites by more than 38%. In the cases of
VO�II�2− and VO�III�2−, the P atom becomes the second nearest
neighbor �2nd NN� atom after relaxation, while the O�III�
atom is located at the 1st NN site. As a result, the displaced
P atom, corresponding to P* in Fig. 6�b� for VO�III�2−, forms a
different PO4 tetrahedron in which one oxygen atom is
shared with the adjacent PO4 tetrahedron. The resulting
P*-O bond lengths for the VO�III�2− case are listed in Table III.
As compared to the original P-O length of 0.156 nm, one of
the P*-O lengths in the tetrahedra is considerably elongated
�more than 8%�. It can be said, therefore, that the P*O4 tet-
rahedra undergo substantial distortion, which may be related
to the vacancy stability.

C. Vacancy formation energies

Based on the supercell calculations for the vacancies in
HAp, formation energies of possible vacancies in HAp are
evaluated, and dominant vacancy species and their energetics
are investigated.

Figure 7�a� shows the calculated formation energies per
defect for vacancies in HAp as a function of temperature. In
this figure, pH2O of 0.67 kPa �=5 Torr� is used to evaluate the
formation energies �see Sec. II�, because the similar pH2O

condition was sometimes employed in the previous
experiments.1,7 For charged vacancies, possible defect reac-
tions are considered so as to maintain charge neutrality of the

system, and their formation energies per defect in Fig. 7�a�
are obtained by summing the formation energies of the indi-
vidual charged vacancies. It is noted, therefore, that interac-
tions between charged vacancies are not taken into account
in Fig. 7�a�. In fact, more than 30 kinds of vacancy reactions
including formation of isolated neutral vacancies are inves-
tigated, and only those having formation energies of less than
2.0 eV per defect in this temperature range are plotted here.

It is obvious that an OH− vacancy with a H+ vacancy
�
VH+ ,VOH−�� exhibits the smallest formation energy in the
entire temperature range. The formation energy of

VH+ ,VOH−� becomes negative at temperatures above
1100 K, which indicates that spontaneous formation of the
vacancy pair is possible at the high temperatures. In contrast,
the VO− or VO2− defects are more difficult to be formed for
charge compensation of VH+. This can be understood from
the chemical bonding environments of the oxygen atoms in
HAp. As can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the O�I�, O�II�, and
O�III� atoms have covalent interactions with P, while the
O�IV� atom is covalently bonded to the neighboring H atom
by admixture between O 2sp and H 1s orbitals. In order to
introduce the oxygen vacancies, such a strong P-O or H-O

TABLE III. P*-O bond lengths in the tetrahedra formed by the
oxygen vacancies. The P* atom is originally the 1st NN atom to the
vacancy sites but is significantly displaced due to the vacancy for-
mation �see Fig. 6�b� for the VO�III�2− case�.

Vacancy P*-O length �in nm�

VO�I�2− 0.150, 0.151, 0.153, 0.178

VO�II�2− 0.152, 0.153, 0.153, 0.170

VO�III�2− 0.152, 0.153, 0.153, 0.170

FIG. 7. Calculated vacancy formation energies in HAp as a
function of temperature at pH2O=0.67 kPa. In this figure, only va-
cancies having formation energies of less than 2.0 eV in this tem-
perature range are shown. �a� The vacancy reactions without asso-
ciation between the charged vacancy species and �b� the vacancy
complexes.
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bond should be broken, which may result in the larger for-
mation energies of VO− or VO2−. For example, the large for-
mation energy of O�III�2− vacancy can also be imagined
from the substantial displacement of the adjacent P atom so
as to make the distorted PO4 tetrahedron, as shown in Fig.
6�b�. When the pair of O�IV�2− and H+ at the same OH site is
simultaneously removed as an OH− group, however, the
strong internal H-O bond is apparently prevented from
breaking, and it is thus thought that the OH− vacancy with
VH+ �
VH+ ,VOH−�� can be stably formed in HAp.

On the other hand, VCa2+ as a charge-compensating va-
cancy for VOH− �
VCa2+ ,2VOH−�� exhibits a larger formation
energy than VH+ �
VH+ ,VOH−��. This may be mainly due to a
difference in atomic coordination between Ca2+ and H+. As
stated before, H+ is only coordinated to one O�IV� atom,
whereas Ca2+ is surrounded by six oxygen ions �see also
Table II�. Although the bonding characters of individual H-O
and Ca-O pairs are different from each other, the removal of
Ca2+, having the larger coordination number with oxygen, is
energetically unfavorable as compared to the VH+ formation.

When the vacancy species have effective charges, they
may interact with one another in an electrostatic manner.
There is a possibility that such interactions between charged
vacancies will affect the results in Fig. 7�a�, namely, the rela-
tive stability of the possible vacancy reactions. In order to
address the issue, vacancy complexes of VH+ −VOH−, 2VH+

−VO�III�2−, VCa�I�2+ −2VOH−, and VCa�II�2+ −2VOH−, which
show the relatively small formation energies in Fig. 7�a�, are
selected. For each complex, the vacancy species in the pos-
sible nearest neighboring configuration are put in the same
88-atom supercell. Association energies in the vacancy com-
plexes are calculated by the formation energies of the va-
cancy complexes minus those of the isolated vacancy spe-
cies. When the association energies are negative, the vacancy
species can be present as the complexes in HAp. The calcu-
lated association energies are summarized in Table IV and
the formation energies of the complexes as a function of
temperature are plotted in Fig. 7�b�. It is found that the as-
sociation energies for the complexes are negative and, in
particular, the VCa�II�2+ −2VOH− complex exhibits the stron-
gest association. However, the formation energy of the VH+

−VOH− complex is still the smallest and becomes negative
above 1000 K. It can be concluded, therefore, that the for-
mation of the VH+ and VOH− pair is energetically most favor-
able at high temperatures.

There were a number of experiments on the thermal sta-
bility of HAp under different atmospheres, such as in
vacuum or in air with water vapor of a low partial
pressure.1,6,7 It seems likely that the evolution of water from
HAp takes place at high temperatures, where the following
reaction with respect to formation of OH− vacancies was
postulated:

Ca10�PO4�6�OH�2 = Ca10�PO4�6�OH�2−2xOx�VOH�x

+ xH2O�gas� . �8�

This implies that when an OH− vacancy is produced in HAp,
a H+ is also removed for charge compensation. In this regard,
our calculations also show that the vacancy pair of

VH+ ,VOH−� is dominantly formed in HAp by thermal treat-
ments, which is consistent with the vacancy formation
mechanism described in Eq. �8�.

It should be noted that the calculated formation energy of

VH+ ,VOH−� becomes zero at around 1000 K. Accordingly,
the 
VH+ ,VOH−� pair can be formed spontaneously above that
temperature, which indicates that HAp is easily dehydrated,
leading to stable nonstoichiometry with respect to the OH
group. In fact, previous experiments suggested that HAp
starts to lose water, producing a remarkable amount of OH
defects �see Eq. �8��, at temperatures as low as 1073 K.1,6,7

Stoichiometric HAp itself may no longer be stable above
1073 K and results in a highly defective structure containing

VH+ ,VOH−�, which corresponds to the formation of a solid
solution of HAp and oxyapatite �Ca5�PO4�3O0.5, fully dehy-
drated HAp�.1 It can be said, therefore, that the temperature
dependence of �Hf�
VH+ ,VOH−�� in Fig. 7 is closely related
to the observed thermal stability of HAp.

In this study, electronic structures and stable vacancy de-
fects in HAp were investigated by first-principles calcula-
tions. In HAp, PO4 tetrahedra are formed by firmly bonded
P-O pairs, and Ca ions play a role for connecting the PO4
tetrahedra and OH groups via ionic Ca-O bonds. Regarding
vacancy formation in HAp, it was found that vacancies of
OH− and H+ can be easily formed. The vacancy-formation
mechanism and its temperature-dependent energetics can
reasonably explain previous experimental results. Since it
can be considered that point defects in HAp are important for
physical and chemical properties of the HAp materials, first-
principles analyses are expected to be useful for further un-
derstanding and development of HAp-based materials.

IV. SUMMARY

First-principles plane-wave base calculations were per-
formed for HAp and the characteristic electronic structures
and vacancy formation energies were investigated. The re-
sults obtained can be summarized as follows:

�1� In the upper and lower VBs of HAp, P-3sp and O
-2sp orbitals are admixed well with each other, which indi-
cates strong covalent bond formation of P-O. In contrast, Ca
atoms have ionic interactions with the adjacent O atoms, and

TABLE IV. Association energies for the vacancy complexes in
HAp. The negative values indicate attractive interactions between
the individual vacancy species.

Vacancy complex
Association energy

�eV/defect�

VH+ −VOH− −0.12

2VH+ −VO�III�2− −0.16

VCa�I�2+ −2VOH− −0.40

VCa�II�2+ −2VOH− −0.60
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ionic Ca-O bonds play a role for connecting the PO4 tetra-
hedra and OH groups.

�2� Among possible point-defect reactions, an OH− va-
cancy accompanying a H+ vacancy �
VH+ ,VOH−�� exhibits
the smallest formation energy. The vacancies related to the
OH columns can be dominantly present in HAp.

�3� It was also found that the formation energy for

VH+ ,VOH−� becomes negative at temperatures higher than
around 1000 K, which indicates that their spontaneous for-
mation is possible. This corresponds to the observed non-

stoichiometry of HAp due to OH deficiency, experimentally
observed at around 1073 K.
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